The Productivity Principle of

Hard Work

“Work hard and become a leader; be lazy
and never succeed.” Proverbs 12:24
Underline the key concepts found in this principle.
Today work is almost a bad word, we want to
have everything handed to us. Being a hard
worker is one of the finest qualities we will find in
a person. It is what brings success to our lives,
our communities and our nation. Good, hard
workers are always concerned about the quantity
and quality of their work. They become valuable
to any organization or company, because they are
productive and finish what they begin.
The mind of a hard worker concentrates on the
goal; they look for ways to get it done better and
faster. This will lead to promotions, and before
long, they will be in leadership. Hard workers
have a good attitude while they work and they are
proud of their achievements.
Hard workers see their job as an opportunity to
learn more and increase their abilities. They work
not just for a salary, but for their future. Those
who work only for money will never be completely
satisfied, since a check will never be enough.
There are two attitudes that we need to avoid:
1. Laziness - Laziness has the same nature as
a buzzard, it doesn’t kill or earn its own food,
it lives on what is left over from the work of
others. If we accept laziness in our work, it will
close doors of opportunity in our lives.
2. Desire for easy money - This includes those
get rich quick schemes. The love of money can
become obsessive and can lead people down
the wrong paths like gambling, speculation
traps, cheating, bribery and illegal activities.
If we do not work or will not take responsibilities,
we will be set aside. When we create value we
are accepted. Personal and work relationships
are based on value. Be a hard worker, outperform
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others, do what others won’t do and we will not
only become a leader, but we will be in demand. If
we are a hard worker we will be accepted, valued
and appreciated, we will also be preserved and
protected by others.
Good work ethics are among the qualities and
values that will make any nation great; but in
our world today sometimes we are not even
allowed to help each other if it is not our particular
responsibility. We want to work less and make
more, have shorter hours, more benefits, longer
vacations, and more holidays. We want less
sweat, but more money. We have lost one of our
greatest assets, the desire to work. Our welfare
and support systems have made some dependent
and lazy. These support systems were created to
help people for a short term, not to depend on
them for a living.

BENEFITS
1. Security - We can achieve a secure and
influential position in life when we have earned
it through hard work. Management will always
recognize good workers and value them.
2. Wealth - If we keep increasing our value and
continue growing our income, we will be on
the road to developing true wealth.
3. Happiness - We experience personal
fulfillment through the rewards of our work.
We will receive personal satisfaction and earn
a reputation of being a hard worker.

STEPS TO FOLLOW
1. Be diligent - Take advantage of opportunities.
Launch yourself into various efforts and focus
on completion. Avoid procrastination.
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Action Plan for

Hard Work
2. Be the best - Do not be satisfied with the
first result if it is not high quality work. Go
beyond what you have done before. Demand
excellence of yourself and use the best of
your strength, advancing and increasing your
value.
3. Be fair - When you are working for others
work as though you were the owner, giving
your best efforts. If you do, you are generous
to yourself and are adding to your own best
interest.
4. Be generous - Always do more than what is
required, going beyond your job description.
Remember, generosity is not measured
by what is required; it is measured by what
you do. By doing the minimum, you are not
advancing and increasing your value.
5. Be creative - Always ask yourself, “how can I
do things better, faster, and wiser?” Do things
smarter! When you are forced to be creative,
you will begin to do more.
6. Be developed - You will form your character
on the job. Have a global perspective about
work and its importance. Work lets you
provide for your family while you help others;
by generating ideas and serving others, you
are succeeding in life. By doing this, you will
be raised to higher levels and positions. You
will find your identity in the school of life. Work
is not just the routine of slaving away for a
salary, but it is your opportunity for personal
growth and for a better future.

In order to change yourself, take this principle
and make it a habit to add value and develop your
character. If you want a good future, be a hard
worker.

Remember... thoughts produce
actions, actions become habits,
habits form our character, and
character determines our destiny!
REFLECT AND RESPOND
1. Do you do only what you are asked to do, or
do you do more than expected?
2. Are you more concerned about what you get
paid rather than what you are learning?
3. Do you like to
responsibilities?

work

and

assume

4. Do you trust only in your salary, or do you trust
5. in something more? What is it?
6. What do you think ‘hard work’ really means?

Evaluate yourself
from 1 to 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Why did you give
yourself this rating
What benefits will you obtain
by raising your rating?

Hard work is a personal quality and it will flow
through us to impact our communities and our What specific action can you put
nation. Hard work is in direct relationship to into practice to test the benefits
of this principle?
efficiency, quality and intelligence.
Check list for the daily reading
of this principle
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